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FLAPPY BIRD GAME USING WINDOWS FORMS APP AND C# 

 

Step 1: creating a new project 

Start the development environment Visual Studio 2019. 

 

 

Choose Create a new project, Windows Forms App (.NET Framework) and C# 
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Write Project name and Solution name. Change the location if you want. 

 

 

What we have on the main screen? 

• Form1 
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We have Form1 in the center of the window, which will represent our game 

area. This form is an already created object that has some properties, and 

some actions can be performed on it. 

 

• Solution Explorer 

 

On the right side we have all the files of our project collected in Solution 

Explorer. We can see that our project consists of several files. Now we are 

interested in two of them – Form1.cs and Program.cs. In design view of 

Form1.cs we can see how our project will look like and we can add elements on 

it. In file Program.cs we can see the program code and we can write it  as well. 

 

• Git Changes 
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There are two important tabs here – properties and events. We can see and 

set the properties of every object in Git Changes. Еvents allow us to write code 

what to do with the object. 

 

• Toolbox 

 

Located on the left, the toolbox allows us to select and choose all the objects 

we need to use. 

Step 2: Setting properties of the Form1: 

- (Name): gameField 

- Size: 800;500 

- Text: Flappy Bird 

- BackColor: some kind of blue 
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Step3: Adding and setting 4 objects pixtureBox 
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pictureBox1 will be the bird, pictureBox2 will be the one pipe, pictureBox3 will 

be the other one and pictureBox4 will be the ground. 

Settings of pictureBox1: 

- Choose image -> Local Resource -> Import… 
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- Size Mode: StretchImage 
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- Size: 70;70 

 

- (Name): bird 

 

Make the same setting for the other pictures: 

Settings of pictureBox2: 

- (Name): pipeUp 

- Size Mode: StretchImage 

- Size: 90;140 
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Settings of pictureBox3: 

- (Name): pipeDown 

- Size Mode: StretchImage 

- Size: 90;140 

Setting of pictureBox4: 

- (Name): ground 

- Size Mode: StretchImage 

- Size: 800;60 
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Step 4: Adding and setting an object Label 

 

Setting of label1: 

- (Name): scoreText 

- BackColor: similar to the ground 

- Font: Arial; 16 

- Text: Score 
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Step 5: adding an element timer 

 

This creates an element that is invisible on the game field.  

 

Setting of timer1: 

- (Name): gameTimer 

- Enabled: true 

- Interval: 20 

And we create an event of this elemet: 
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- Tick: gameTimerEvent 

When we click on this event, we can see the code of it. This event creates a 

method: 

 

In this method we will write code to describe actions that happen all the time. 

 

Step 6: setting two events on the main form Form1: 

The game will be played with keyboard keys. When a key is pressed, the bird 

will rise. When a key is not pressed, the bird will fall down. Therefore, we need 

two events applied to the main form gameField: 

- KeyDown: gameKeyIsDown 

- KeyUp: gameKeyIsUp 
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By naming these events we create them.  

So, what do we have in the C# script now? 

Created class Form1 and four method int it – Form1(), GameTimerEvent(), 

GameKeyIsDown(), GameKeyIsUp(). 

Here we start writing the code of our game. 
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Step 7: creating variables 

In the beginning we need of three variables - one for the speed of the pipes, 

one for the gravity with which the bird will go down and one for the score. We 

give initial values integers to all three variables, which we can then change if 

they are not appropriate. The result, of course, is 0 at the beginning. 

 

 

Step 8: moving the bird down 

The bird is an object. We can reach the properties and the method for every 

object when we write the name of the object and dot. For example, “bird.” So, 

we can look the properties of the element bird and choose what we need. For 

the moving down we need of property Top. Increasing the value of this 

property, we will increase the distance between the top of the picture and the 

top of the field and so the bird will move down. We have variable gravity and it 

is with it that we will increase the property. The bird is moving down all the 

time, so we have to write this code in the method GameTimerEvent(). 

 

 

Step 9: moving the bird up when the key is pressed and down when the keys 

is not pressed 

The bird will go up if we reduce its property Top. This can be done by changing 

the gravity to a negative number. This movement must be performed when a 

key is pressed, so the code will be written in the method gameKeyIsDown(). To 

start moving down again when the key is up, we need to set gravity to be a 

positive number again and this must be written in the method gameKeyIsUp(). 
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Step 10: moving the pipes on the left 

The pipes are also objects named pipeUp and pipeDown and they also have 

properties. As they will move to the left, we will use their property Left. This 

property sets the distance from the left side of the image to the left side of the 

field. If we reduce this distance, the pipes will move to the left. And of course 

we will write the code in the method gameTimerEvent() because this 

movement happens all the time. 

 

 

Step 11: appearance of the pipes again 

Now the pipes move left and go out of the game field. To make them reappear 

on the left of the screen, we need to check if they come out on the left. If their 

left side has become less than 0, we will make it a larger number. We will use 

an operator for logical conditions if written again in the method 

gameTimerEvent(). 
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Step 12: end the game if there is a collision 

Now we will create our own function (method) in which we will do only one 

thing - to stop the timer. To stop the timer we will use the built-in method 

Stop(). 

 

Nothing is happening at the moment, because we have to call this method 

when the bird crashes into a pipe or into the ground. 

We will use the built-in method for the collision check Bounds.IntersectsWith(). 

This method gives results true or false so we can use it as a logical condition in 

an operator if. 

We will have three checks for collision - with one pipe, with the other pipe and 

with the ground. If there is a collision, we call the method endGame(). 
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Step 13: counting points 

We will count a point if any of the pipes came out on the left. We already have 

such a check; it remains to write in it that the score will increase by 1. 

 

 

It remains to make the score visible on the label. 

 

 


